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Cultural Mapping and Connecting with Place - summer school

	 

 Cultural mapping as a methodology and paradigm holds tremendous power to create conditions for change by bringing communities

together in new ways to co-create new knowledge and understanding. At its core, cultural mapping aims to make visible the ways

that local cultural assets, stories, practices, relationships, memories, and rituals constitute places as meaningful locations, while

bringing a diverse range of stakeholders into conversation about the cultural dimensions and potentials of a place. With the design of

cultural mapping projects tightly linked to local needs, issues, and aspirations, cultural mapping practices vary widely and the field is

characterized by a high degree of experimentation. Its interdisciplinarity perspectives, techniques, and processes emphasize

participatory approaches, which require an ethics of care with the communities engaged in these projects.

This 5-day intensive summer school offers a unique opportunity to learn how to design and conduct cultural mapping projects,

enabling participants to enhance their knowledge on cultural mapping approaches and processes, gain skills applying cultural

mapping techniques in practice, examine ethics of care in this community-engaged work, and explore how to connect findings to

cultural/creative tourism and local development policy. This is a unique opportunity to learn from internationally acclaimed scholars

and practitioners.

Coordination team | Nancy Duxbury, Tiago Vinagre de Castro, Sílvia Silva, and Cláudia Pato de Carvalho (CES), Mariana Calaça

Baptista (author and promotor), and Nicola Henriques (SILOS Contentor Criativo)

Website: https://ces.uc.pt/summerwinterschools/?lang=2&id=28189

For any questions, please contact us at: creatour@ces.uc.pt]

The summer school will include daily visits, learning seminars, and hands-on workshops where participants will actively learn about

and engage in cultural mapping projects while addressing place-specific real-life local development issues. Cultural mapping

approaches will address cultural assets and resources, both tangible and intangible; heritage and history; and living narratives and

voices of the community and place. Application areas to be discussed in the summer school include: community-based cultural and

creative tourism, cultural planning, local territorial and strategic planning, and engaged social change working with communities.

The mapping exercises will examine, discuss, and bring new ideas to existing development activities aiming to attract and sustain a

local cultural and creative critical mass in Caldas da Rainha. Connected to this, the work will link these initiatives to broader local

development issues, to the city's UNESCO Creative City designation, and to the fostering of cultural and creative tourism in the

municipality.

This CES Summer School will take place in Caldas da Rainha, a UNESCO Creative City of Crafts and Folk Arts, with an Art

Nouveau and rich artistic history and a lively contemporary arts scene. The course will have various tangible outputs and culminate

in an artistic public presentation of the findings to the local population, curated by the participants in collaboration with SILOS
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Contentor Criativo and Destino Caldas Association.

Thematic area(s) of the course:
Cultural mapping processes and methodologies

Art-informed cultural mapping

Place-based meanings

Cultural/artistic heritage

Creative tourism

Dimensions of care with communities
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